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INTRODUCING THE ARID SYSTEM 
Arid Enviroclean System is a total solution to cleaning, sanitizing and deodorizing urinals while at 

the same time delivering savings of up to 99% of the water that would normally be flushed away. 

The Arid Enviroclean System is a simple to use process. 

 

1. Turn feed water off to the urinal, 

 

2. Deep clean entire urinal and drain with Arid Cleaner neat,  

this removes uric acid and water hardness encrustations and  

lowers the population of malodor causing germs. 

 

3. Place Arid Enviroclean tablets in urinal, 1per singular trough,  

in multi troughs systems place every 3 to 4 spaces. 

 

4. Clean once or twice daily depending on the amount of traffic  

with a 1part in 40 water solution of Arid cleaner � apply through                                                        

watering can foam brush over entire surface of urinal, leave on 

 do not rinse.  

 

5. Once a week repeat step number 2.  

Today, Australia faces a great challenge, in managing a resource we have always 
taken for granted �our water reserves. Intensive investigation is being carried out 
by both Government and Industry into the ways we capture, store, use and finally 
dispose of this important asset. With this in mind, True Blue Chemicals has for the 
five years carried out a major research and development program to reduce the 
amount of water consumed by industry in various cleaning applications e.g. 
laundry-40% saving, house keeping -90% saving and now urinal water saving and 
cleaning .      

How does the system work?

Arid Enviroclean System works by combining a highly effective 

deodorising, sanitizing, conditioning and  

cleaning agent with a concentrated biodegradable tablet 

designed to dissolve with water and urine and wash down  

the drain. Most odours come from the drain, the 3-way cleaning & 

deodorising action provides a heavy duty  

cleaner to emulsify soilage, a long-term deodoriser which masks, 

absorbs & neutralises malodours and an enzyme to safeguard 

against uric acid encrustations. 
 



Specifications 

Colour pink 

Odour Floral, / Alpine 

Hard Water Tolerance Excellent 

Risibility Yes 

Flammability Non-flammable 

Biodegradability Fully 
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Arid Enviroclean Cleaner
Has been developed with  a buffed  organic 

biodegradable acid system with special penetrating 

emulsifiers, germ fighters, deodorise and conditioning 

agent that coat the urinal�s surface with a protective 

shield that prevent uric acid and germ films forming 

preventing malodour at its source. 

Arid Enviroclean Tablets

Are a slow release biodegradable tablet designed to 

dissolve and slowly wash down the urinal. Most odours 

come from the drain and the urinal�s surface Arid 

Enviroclean Tablets keep these areas clean and odour 

free. Arid Enviroclean Tablets� patented formula provides -

excellent deodorising using organic natural fragrances 

with strong odour absorbers- prevents bio films forming 

utilizing special enzymes that target uric acid and purifying 

bacteria -shields the urinal surface stopping incrustations 

forming by applying a biodegradable monomolecular 

layer that stops soil anchoring to the surface.  


